The Handshake of Humanity With Humanity
Armistice Day 100th Anniversary
I am White Eagle.
Centuries of bodies lie in graves too soon rendered. By the vast avarice of mankind. And what
do you say to that? “Peace, Peace, Let us have Peace!”
No, that is not the way. The road to Peace is very different. It is an inner thinking, an inner
feeling, an inner sense of Oneness with All That Is. There you will find peace – the peace that
was meant to be, the peace that you all are striving for.
“Peace, peace, there is no peace!” you cry. And yet — there is—peace within your souls. How
can I describe it? A warmth of heart, the touch of compassion, the heart of sympathy — symbols
of empathy — kindness writ large. There is peace in these things.
You carry with you a banner of love that spreads out across the world. That banner of love is
fired with your imagination. Imagine! What it really is to love your neighbor. Imagine what it is
to care deeply about each other. Imagine what it is to laugh together, to share joy and hope and
friendship. Imagine what it is to be ALIVE to the Spirit that animates you.
Seek in the depths of your Being the way of the Light and the Truth. Let compassion be your
guide and then light a parade of torches that light up the world. Sing of Joy! Life everlasting!
Of Love overcoming all. Of the resilience of the human heart, the magnificence of the human
soul.
Build your home with Love. And place in it your heart, your ever-caring, ever-loving heart of
hearts. There shall you dwell in peace and honor and kindness with one another.
Yes, there will be peace one day! When we are all One, gathered in the circle of Love, projecting
good will to one and all, knowing deep in our hearts that we are All One. Carrying forward a
profound sense of our true nature, a profound sense of our universal origin, the powerful love
that surrounds us all, the magnificent Creation that sustains us all. The fully cognizant mind that
stretches out with no limits.
No love can surpass this, for it is the Love of the All. And the Peace that passes understanding
shall be yours.
“Seek and ye shall find.” And so you shall! Offer unto the Lord a new song—one of rapture, of
love, of joy, of well-being. The wholesome goodness of all that we are and ever have been. You
do not mind my stopping here to remind you of all that is great and good inside the human heart.
Yes, you may remember wars, those who fought in various wars, but they are not dead! They are
alive to the Truth, quickened in the Spirit and fully aware of the need for peace upon this planet.

They understand the sacrifice they have made and have renewed their hearts to come again and
remind us all that Peace is meant for the human soul, that awareness of that peace transcends all
other considerations.
There is no peace but in Love. Love is the answer but it must be REAL. We must ACT upon it!
Affirming its power to heal, to erase the mistakes of the past, to console and to consolidate the
gains of the present toward everlasting brotherhood. The handshake of humanity with humanity,
the acknowledgment that we are all One, the sympathy that understands the human heart and
walks beside all those who falter on this incredible journey.
Welcome! Dear Ones, Welcome! We are All One and in that Oneness is our Hope and
salvation. May peace and peace and peace be with you and throughout the Earth.
I am White Eagle. Hear me. Our Love is before you and will lead you ever on. Follow in my
footsteps. Seek the Joy that is yours and Love all who come upon your path.
So be it, dear one, so be it.
Peace be unto you.
So be it.
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